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ABSTRACT
The emergence of internet has lead to the booming of internet based applications and services. One such
domain which has developed at an exponential rate is cloud computing. Nowadays, most of the applications run
on cloud environments. Even a highly critical application such as banking applications use cloud backends for
storing data. But, such applications, which has a very high confidential data do not run on private clouds. The
use of private cloud computing may not be possible for all applications as it requires more cost for creating a
cloud environment and maintaining it. We can have our application in public clouds if the data stored are not
highly confidential. This is where application level security in cloud comes into play. In this paper, we deal
about the enhancement of application level security in any application where data resides in a public cloud.
Here, we use a highly complicated cryptographic algorithm, Bcrypt, which is used to store passwords.
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I. INTRODUCTION

scheme like Bcrypt, which is derived from Blowfish
cryptographic algorithm.

Many applications are being deployed to cloud
environment, nowadays. The most common thing

In the upcoming sections, we discuss the existing

among these applications would be an authentication
page, where a user would be prompted to enter login

mechanisms to store password in any application.

credentials. We will be seeing applications which

stored in variety of cloud platforms, provided by

forces the user to use a strong passwords with

different vendors.

And also, we get to understand how the data are

criterias such as Alphanumeric, Non-sequential etc .,

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL

in-order to increase the level of security of the
application and the data present in the application.

There are several password hashing mechanisms
existing in the market such as SHA(Secure Hash

As the speed of processors have grown in an

Algorithm), MD(Message Digest) and so on.

enormous rate and it is predicted to have a large
amount of growth in the future, password cracking

Bcrypt uses a configurable iteration count. A single

or guessing has become very fast and easy. So, it is

time bcrypt invocation is 10 times a MD5 invocation.

the duty of the application to keep the user

This means that, using the brute-force approach to

passwords safer. We have enormous hardware

crack a password will be 10 times more expensive

support to achieve this. Therefore, it is high-time

with bcrypt than with MD5.

that we use a strong and complex password hashing
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The functionality, configurable slowness of Bcrypt, is

array and S-boxes which does not have a pattern.

that what it differs from other hashing algorithms.

This randomness is brought by initializing them with

The password hashing function can be made how

hexadecimal digits of the pi value. The secret key is

much ever speedness you want. To be precise, as

XORed with all the P-entries in order. Then a 64-bit

slow as you can tolerate: indeed, a slow function is

all-zero block is encrypted with the algorithm. The

slow for everybody, attacker and defender alike.

P1 and P2 are replaced by the resultant ciphertext.

Due to the kind of operations that are used within

The same ciphertext is then encrypted again with the
new subkeys. Now, the P3 and P4 are replaced by the

the Bcrypt algorithm, we can see that it is slower

resultant new cipher text. This continues until the

even in GPU based systems. Whereas, MD5 is, by

entire P-array and all the S-box entries are replaced.

comparison, very easy to implement and can
efficiently run on a GPU. This means that usage of
GPU in MD5 might enhance the speed of password
cracking; while with the bcrypt the need to use the
same kind of CPU as the defender should be met by
the attacker.
Now coming to the SHA-512 algorithm, it is also a
fast hashing algorithm like MD-5. This means, once
again the attacker can crack the password faster and
easier.
The main purpose of this algorithm is to prevent the
rainbow table attacks. That is, even if the attacker
gets to know the password of one user, he may not be
able to crack the other user’s passwords stored. This
is made possible by using the mechanism called as

Figure 1. Blowfish feistel structure

Salting. Salting is nothing but a mechanism by which
a random string called salt is appended to the original

The Bcrypt algorithm uses a setup with expensive

string/password. In Bcrypt, a separate complex

keys known as eksblowfish which is very similar to

algorithm is used, to generate these salts.

the normal blowfish algorithm.This setup requires
three inputs a cost, salt and key(which is used for

One of the major advantages of the Bcrypt password

encryption).

hashing scheme is that, it is future adaptable. This
means that the complexity of the algorithm can be

The cost parameter determines the effectiveness/

increased by increasing the number of rounds in the

complexity/expensiveness

salt generation algorithm.

algorithm. In this algorithm, a salt is a 128 bit value,

of

the

eksblowfish

which is different for different key. This means that
Blowfish has a block size of 64-bit and a key length

no two secret keys will have the same salt generated.

which varies from 32 bits up to 448 bits. It uses large

Even in the salt generation, the user is given an

S-boxes and uses a Feistel structure of 16 rounds.
First we have to setup the key schedule of the

option to choose his own number of rounds. The

blowfish algorithm. For that, we first initialize the P-

resultant salt will be.
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This highly complex structure requires more
powerful hardware. As the cloud servers have a

As the processing speed increases, it is our duty to

really high power, it can be utilised to the fullest,

utilise the product to the fullest. If we fail to use the

thus increasing the security of the application.

computational power wisely, the application will not
be able to adapt to the future. From this, we can

A dictionary attack is one in which the attacker

conclude that the Bcrypt algorithm, which has a

determines/precomputes the list of possible keys and
then use them all to determine the password. In

highly expensive setup can be used to enhance the
security feature of any cloud deployed application.

bcrypt algorithm, this attack is not feasible. This is
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